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Exporting Essentials: Selling Products and Services to the World SuccessfullyApress, 2014

	Exporting Essentials: Selling Products and Services to the World Successfully is for entrepreneurs and small business owners—the makers, movers, and shakers in our world—interested in taking their businesses to the next level of growth through exports. This short, hard-hitting book covers just the essentials,...
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PCs: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2005
Your vacuum comes with one. Even your blender comes with one. But your PC--something that costs a whole lot more and is likely to be used daily and for tasks of far greater importance and complexity--doesn't come with a printed manual. Thankfully, that's not a problem any longer: PCs: The Missing...
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Queueing Theory with Applications to Packet TelecommunicationSpringer, 2004
Soon after Samuel Morse’s telegraphing device led to a deployed electrical
telecommunications system in 1843, waiting lines began to form by those
wanting to use the system. At this writing queueing is still a significant factor in
designing and operating communications services, whether they are provided
over the Internet...
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Concurrency Theory: Calculi an Automata for Modelling Untimed and Timed Concurrent SystemsSpringer, 2005
In the world we live in concurrency is the norm. For example, the human body
is a massively concurrent system, comprising a huge number of cells, all simultaneously
evolving and independently engaging in their individual biological
processing. In addition, in the biological world, truly sequential systems rarely
arise. However,...
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Skype Hacks: Tips & Tools for Cheap, Fun, Innovative Phone ServiceO'Reilly, 2005
If you've heard about Skype--and who hasn't with all the recent media attention devoted to internet telephone services--chances are you've been mighty tempted to try it out. Skype Hacks tells you what all the Skype hype is about, explains the basics, and shows you more than 100 clever tips and...
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Content Networking: Architecture, Protocols, and Practice (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
"This book is an invaluable resource for anyone interested in understanding the rationale and technology driving the evolution of the Web. I especially liked the way the authors tie together the various elements and protocols that make up content distribution systems over the Web."
--Prof. Dr. Ralf Steinmetz, Head of Multimedia...
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Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2002
How can ERP be used to improve the overall organizational operating efficiency and effectiveness? How is ERP going to evolve in the future and what are the implications for Electronic commerce? The overall objective of Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and Challenges is to provide students, academicians and practitioners interested...
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Total Area Networking: Atm, Ip, Frame Relay and Smds ExplainedJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Total Area Networking ATM,IP, Frame Relay and SMDS Explained Second Edition John Atkins and Mark Norris BT, UK Total Area Networking explains how high-speed communications allow local facilities to become part of a more global network. This concept is the essential basis for super-connectivity, when the user sees a distributed set of network-based...
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Python Scripting for Computational Science (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2004
The goal of this book is to teach computational scientists and engineers how to develop tailored, flexible, and efficient working environments built from small programs (scripts) written in the easy-to-learn, very high-level language Python. The focus is on examples and applications of relevance to computational science: gluing existing...
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Mastering AutoCAD 2008 and AutoCAD LT 2008Sybex, 2007
The World's Bestselling AutoCAD Resource Fully Updated for 2008
   There's a reason why Mastering AutoCAD is so popular year after year. Loaded with concise explanations, step-by-step instructions, and hands-on projects, this comprehensive reference and tutorial from award-winning author George Omura has everything you...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to PCs (8th Edition)Alpha, 2001
As more and more people purchase computers for their home, the  need for an easy-to-use, light-hearted guide becomes a necessity.  Updated from the best-selling first edition, this must-have resource  will provide readers with all the information they need from  purchasing, setting up, upgrading their system and using the Internet  to creating...
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The Radio Station, Seventh Edition: Broadcast, Satellite & InternetFocal Press, 2006
Keith's masterful updated survey of what has changed and what remains the same in the dynamic audio industry.
 - Christopher Sterling, 
	George Washington University     

       The bible for beginning radio professionals. A complete guide to the internal workings of radio stations and the radio industry. The book  is now a...
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